
HOW TO INSTALL 

CURTAIN TRACK 

  

Overview 

1. Determine the placement of the brackets on the wall 

2. Install all the brackets except the final pulley end bracket. 

3. Clip the track into the brackets and install the final bracket. 

4. Install cord guide for all looped corded tracks. 

PULLEY BRACKET:  

 

The end bracket is mounted vertically.                          

Measure the window opening and the track then divide the difference in half. 

Measure from the floor to the top of the gold pulley bracket clip, not the 

bracket base, mark this bracket position and install. 

CENTRE BRACKET: 

 

The centre brackets are mounted horizontally. 

Determine the spacing for he amount of centre brackets supplied.           

Measure from the floor to the flat tab/tongue at the very front of the clip that 

fits into the top of the track, using the same measurement as with the pulley 

bracket. Install all centre brackets. 

The track can now be clipped into position to allow accurate placement of the 

final left hand pulley bracket. 



Attaching the track to the brackets. 

Clip the track into the right hand pulley bracket, by angling the pulley at 45 

degrees and put into the middle slot, the other slots are for adjustment up or 

down. 

Clip the track onto the centre brackets by pushing the track onto the brackets. 

Do not pull up or down on the brackets. 

The left hand pulley bracket an now be measured and installed. To help with 

this unclip the track from the nearest centre bracket (see below) DO NOT 

UNCLIP THE TRACK FROM ALL BRACKETS. Install the final bracket. Reclip the 

track onto the end bracket first then the centre bracket. 

Unclipping the track 

To remove the track,  push on the centre spring of clip brackets. Do not pull 

the track up, down or away from wall without holding down the centre spring 

on the brackets first.  

 

To avoid the possible strangulation hazard for children, the corded internal 

window covering must be installed so that a loose cord cannot form a loop 

220mm or longer at a height of less than 1600mm above floor level. The cord 

guide may be installed lower than 1600mm above floor level if the cord is 

sufficiently secured/tensioned to prevent a loop of 22-mm or longer from 

being formed. The cord guide once installed correctly is designed to prevent a 

child from being able to remove the cord. Move cots and furniture away from 

window covering cords or chains. 

 

 

 


